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LIST THE FEATURE OF C LANGUAGE

 C is portable.

‘C’ Program can be run on any hardware.

 C does not support input/output statements.

‘C’ does not support input/output statement like input and print,

but support library functions printf() and scanf().

 C supports bitwise operators.

The C support bitwise operator like AND, OR, NOT etc.

normally these operations do not supported by higher level

languages..
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 C is modular language.

The program written in from of functions. A C program is

group of one or more functions. Dividing the program into

small functions makes it to easy develop and maintain the

programs. Each function is easy to understand as it is

small. The method of dividing a program into small

functions is called modularity
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CHARACTER SET

 Characters that can be used in a ‘C’ program are:

 Alphabets or letters: Uppercase A-Z and Lowercase a-z

 Digits: Decimal digits(0 to 9)

 Special characters: (+ - * / { } [ ] < > . , % & $ #  etc.)

 White Space character: Space, tab, return, new line
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BASIC STRUCTURE OF C PROGRAM

Documentation section

Header File

Constants and Global  variables Declaration

Main () function section

{

Statement(s);

}

User Defined functions and procedures with their body
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CHARACTER SET
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C TOKEN

 The smallest individual unit in a C program is known as C 

token.

 C has six types of token as given below:

• Keywords (float,while)

• Identifier(main,amount)

• Constants(-15.2, 10)

• String(“abc”, “hello”)

• Special Symbols ([  , ] , *, ! etc)

• Operators (+,-, *,/) 8



KEYWORD

 Keywords are those words whose meaning is predefined.

 The programmer cannot change the meaning of keywords.

 There are 32 keywords available in c.

 All the keywords must be written in lowercase.

 Following is the list of keywords:

Int char          float                double

Long         short         signed             unsigned

If               else           do                     while 

For            break       continue          switch

Case         default      consulting        goto

Struct union        void                  return

Static        extern       volatile            register

Auto         enum sizeof typedef
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IDENTIFIER

 Identifier is are the words which are defined by the 

programmer in a program.

 Identifier refers to the name of variable, array, function etc.

 It consists of letters, digits and underscore.

 First character must be an alphabet or underscore.

 Keywords cannot be use as identifier.

 Identifier name are case sensitive.

 The name of identifier should be meaningful.
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BASIC STRUCTURE OF C PROG
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 Documentation section: 

Documentation consists of a set of comment line(/*    */) giving 

the name of  the program.

 Header File(Link Section):

Link section provides instruction to the compiler to link 

function from the system library(Header Files like 

#include<stdio.h>).

 Constant Declaration:

Definition section defines all symbolic constants(e.g.-#define 

pi 3.14).



 Global declaration section:

There are some variable that are used more than one function. 

Such Variables are called global variable and that is outside all 

the    function. This section also declares the entire user define 

functions.

 Main () function section:

Every c program must have one main () function section. This    

section contains two parts. Declaration part and executable 

part. Declaration part declares all the variables used in the 

executable part. These two parts must be appearing 

between opening and closing braces. 
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ADVANTAGES OF ‘C’  LANGUAGE

 C language contains rich set of built in functions.

 ‘C’ operators can be used to write any complex program.

 ‘C’ is a middle level language, which combines the 

capabilities of an assembly language and higher level 

language.

 Programs written in c are efficient and fast, because it 

contains variety of data types and powerful operators.

 ‘C’ is highly portable, means c program written for one 

computer can be run on another with little or no 

modification.
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CONSTANT

 Constant means fixed value.

 The value of the constant cannot change during execution of the 

program.

 C supports following types of constant:

 Integer                       

 Real                                        

 Character                          

 String
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INTEGER CONSTANT

 Integer constant is a sequence of digits. 

 Integer constant can be +ve or –ve number.

 Special symbols such as space, comma, currency etc are not 

allowed.

 There are three types of integer.

 Decimal: A decimal integer constant consist of any 

combination of digits from 0 to 9.Example 123,-345,001.

 Octal: An octal integer constant consists of any combination 

of digits from 0 to 7 with a leading 0.Example:01234, 0564.15



REAL CONSTANT

Real constant is a sequence of digits with decimal points. 

Such a constant are used to represent weight, height etc. 
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CHARACTER CONSTANT

 Character constant is a single character enclosed in a single 

quotation mark.  

Example: ‘a’

 Back slash constants are the special type of character constants 

which actually consists of two characters. These are known as 

escape sequences.

 The combination of backslash and a character is known as escape 

sequence.

Escape sequence start with back slash ‘\’ character.

Escape Sequence Meaning

‘\0’ End of string

‘\n’ End of line

‘\t’ Horizontal tab
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STRING CONSTANT

String constant is a sequence enclosed in a double quotation                

mark.   

Example: ‘’Hello’’

Constant can be declared in a program using count 

keyword.

For Example: const PIE = 3.14;
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VARIABLE

A variable is a name which is used to store a temporary value.

The value of the variable may changes during execution of the 

program.

 Rules for naming variable:

 The variable name may consist of letters (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-9) 

and underscore symbol ( _ ).

Example: int no_1; / int no1; / int NO1;

 The variable name must begin with a letter. Some system 

permit underscore as a first character.

Example: int 1NO;      is not valid

 The length should not be more than eight characters. 19



 Variable name should not be a keyword.

Example: int case is not valid

 A white space is not allowed in the name of variable.

Example: int NO  1; is not valid.

 Variable is case sensitive. Uppercase and lowercase are different.  

Example: int MAX;int max;

Here both MAX and max are treated as different variable
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DATA TYPE AND THEIR TYPES

 Data type is used to specify which type of value to be stored in 

variable.

 There are four basic data types supported by C
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Type Size(Bytes) Size(Bits) Range Control 

String

char 1 8 -128 to +128 %c

int 2 16 -32768 to 

+32767

%d

float 4 32 3.4 e -38 to 

3.4 e +38

%f

double 8 64 1.7 e -308 to 

1.7 e +308

%ld



MODIFIER QUALIFIER

 There are 4 type modifier: short, long, signed and unsigned.

 All data types are signed by default.

 The type of variable is chosen based on the type of information 

to be stored.

 Derived Data Type:

 Example: Array, Function, Structure , Union

 User Defined Data Type

 Using Type def and enumerated data type
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 Typedef

 C provided the facility of defining user defined data type identifier.

 This can be done with the help of “type definition”. This allows the 

user to define an identifier that would represent an existing data 

type.

 We can use this identifier to declare the variables.

 Type def type identifier;

 Syntax: 

 Here, typedef is a keyword. Type is an existing data type. 

Identifier is a new name given to the data type.

 Example: Typedef int units;
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ADVANTAGE

 The advantage of typedef is that we can create meaningful 

data type names for increasing the readability of the 

program
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VARIABLE DECLARATION AND

ASSIGNING VALUES TO VARIABLES

‘C’ varible must be declared before using it in program.

 Declaration does two things:

 What the variable name is

 What type of data the varible will hold

 There are two types of variable declaration.

 Primary type variable declaration

 User defined type variable declaration
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EXAMPLE

Data Type v1.v2,…vn;

Where v1,v2,…vn are the names of variables. Variable names 

are separated by commas.

This is a primary type variable Declaration

Declaration statement must end with a semicolon.

Example:

int count;

int no1,no2,no3;

double ratio;
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ASSIGNING VALUES TO A VARIABLE

 Once the variable is declared, it can be asigned a value in 

the program.

 Assignment operator = is used to assign a value to a 

variable

 VariableName=Value;
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EXAMPLE

int a;

a=10;

We can also assign a value to a variable at the time of 

declaration.

DataType VariableName=Value;

Syntax: 

DataType VariableName=Value 28



SYMBOLIC CONSTANTS

The general syntax of defining symbolic constant is given

below:

Syntax: #define symbolic-name value of the constant

 #define is a preprocessor directive which is used to defined

symbolic constant.

 Symbolic name is a name of the constant, which we want to

define.

 Value of the constant represents the value, which we want

to assign to the constant.
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RULES OF DEFINING SYMBOLIC

CONSTANT:

 The rules for naming symbolic constant are same as the rules 

for naming variables. Symbolic names are written in capital 

letters to distinguish them from the normal variable.

 There should be no blank space between the pound sign ‘#’ and 

the word     defines.

 ‘#’ must be the first character in the line.

 A blank space is required between #define and symbolic name 

and between the symbolic name and the value.

 #define statement must not end with a semicolon.

 After defining the symbolic constant they should not be assigned 

any other value in the program.

 There is no need to declare data type for the symbolic constant. 

The data type depends on the type of the constant.
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CONSTANT VARIABLE AND VOLATILE

VARIABLE

If the value of a variable remain constant during the 

execution of a program, the we can declare the variable 

with const at the time of initialization.

Syntax

const  DataType

ConstantName=Value;
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EXAMPLE

const int stu_size=40;

Here, the value of stu_size must not be modified by the 

program.
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VOLATILE

 If variable is declared as a volatile, variable’s value may 

be changed at any time by some external sources.

 volatile  DataType VariableName;

Syntax: volatile  DataType VariableName

Example:   volatile int date;

 The value of date may be alterd by some external factors.

 volatile const  DataType VariableName =Value;

Syntax: volatile const  DataType VariableName =Valu
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ENUMERATED DATA TYPE

 Enumerated data type is user defined data type.

 Using enumerated data type we can create more than one 
symbolic constant at a time

Syntax: enum identifier {value1,value2,value3};

 Here, enum s a keyword to declare enumerated data type.

Identifier is a user defined enumerated data type.

 For Example:

Enum week_day {Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday};

Here, week_day is a user defined data type.

 Using this data type we can declare another variable of this data 
type.

 Enum week_day start, end;
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 Here, start and is the variable of type week_day.

 The complier will automatically assign the value 0 to the Monday, 

1 to the Tuesday and 2 to the Wednesday.

 However if we want to change this default value we can change it 

by explicitly assigning the values to the constant.

 For Example:

Enum week_day {Monday=3, Tuesday, Wednesday};

 The compiler will assign the value 3 to the Monday, 4 to the 

Tuesday and 5 to the Wednesday. 35



STORAGE CLASS OF DATA TYPE

 The variable can have data type as well as storage class.

 The storage class of the variable provides information about the 
location and visibility of the variable.

 It describes the scope and lifetime f the valuable.

 C supports four type of storage class:

 auto:

 The variable declared as auto is only visible to the function in 
which it is declared. It is also know as local variable.

 Default storage class for any variable is auto.

 Example : auto int a;

 Static:

 The variable declared as static is only visible to the function in 
which it is declared. But it retains it value even after the controls 
transferred to the calling function.

 It is also know as local variable.

 Example : static int a;
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 Extern:

 The variable is declared as extern is visible to all the function the 

file.

 It is also know as global variable.

 Example: extern int a;

 Register:

 The variable declared as register is only visible to the function in 

which it is declared .But the value of the variable is stored in the 

register to it can be accessed faster as compared to other 

variable.

 It is also known as local variable.
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Thank You….
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